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encouraged to sign up for rush
men inte�ested in �oing thr ugh frate rnity rush
?
this spring are
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tomorrow from
-I P·�·� and S p.m - 7 p.m. Men should
bring $10.00 to
Covell Dimng Hall durm g these times. Rush will take
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•.

IIPacelbriclge will downlink i n Stockton

War, an education al foundation building support for

lllalavlo enc:e, invites all faculty and students to attend a live television
on Sunday, December 14at 1:30to 4p.m.

bdley(md War organization is honoring the four member

nations
\..ODlauutri:l Group, which has attempted to bring peace in
The program will take place at the Scottish Rite
33 West Alpine Avenue near Ed Dorado.
four countries of the Contadora Group: Colombia, Mexico,
and Venezuela, will have representatives to receive the
The ceremonies will originate in San Francisco, Boston,
Des Moines, and Los Angeles, and will be brought to
by satellite. Well over 100 downlinks are planned all over the
$5.00.

Students are im•ited free c�f charge.
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of the following dates and times: The spring 1987 Campus
IP'IIItment Orientation will take place on Friday, January 23, at 4:30
1be UC Theatre. Resume and Interview workshops will be
Tuesday, January 20- Friday, January 23 at the Placement
Sian-uD!' for workshops begin on January 16. For more
contact Craig Wells at The Placement Center.
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By Brian S. Thompson
Sports Ed•tor

A

deep concern for the
knowledge which has been
gained by seniors who have com
pleted their general education
requirements at Pacific is of ut
most importance. The College Out
come Measures Program (COMP)
will assist the administration and
student body of the University of
the Pacific by evaluating the effec
tiveness of both Pacific's and
national OED requirements.
It will all begin in February of
the spring semester 1987, and will
focus on the development of the
knowledge and skills acquired in
general education courses.
The results of the tests will help
provide a wealth of data and
documentation to assist various
schools and departments at Pacific
in the task of evaluating, establish
ing improvements where necessary,
and building support for the pre
sent general education curriculum.

AI

EC

Preparation for COMP has al
ready involved identifying those
seniors who have completed their
general education requirements,
and might be willing to participate
in the testing. It is hoped that a
minimum of 150 students will be
interested enough to take part in
COMP. Although the program is
open to all seniors to participate,
only those seniors with general
education courses completed at
Pacific are requested to volunteer.
Eligible seniors will be notified
by mail and thereby given adcti
tional information about the pro
gram. These students will also be
afforded the opportunity to partic
ipate in a drawing which will be
conducted after the survey. Major
prizes could be included but none
have been confirmed at this time.
What is definite is that the grand
prize will be expensive enough to
promote sufficient incentive for
campus-wide involvement.
COMP will be administered by
the American Collegiate Testing
•

I

By Patty Fellows
Ass•stant News Ed•tor
--==-=-=- =--:- _ _ _ _ _
�:-rE s Ec (pr on ou-nc-ed e y-- e-sek) is a new organization on

A

campus which promotes the international experience through
The
exchanges.
student
organization is dedicated to the
development of international understanding and cooperation, and
to the training of future business
leaders through the exchange of
business internships for students.
AIESEC is actually a french
acronym for the International
Association of Students in Economics and Business Management,
and is a worldwide student organization. There are 40,000 student
members throughout the 64 mem-
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and Frolic is very likely the
biggest event ot occur at
UOP each year. lt is one of the
only activities to involve such a
large percentage of students, and
one that unites the campus in a real
sense of colleg iate comradery.
Band Frolic has been a major event
for fifty-eight years and has grow�
to such large proportions that 1t
was moved two years ago from the
Conservatory Auditorium to the
Spanos Center. This move o
viously resulted in many changes m
the procedures and rules that
govern the show , and sever al
aspec ts of Band Frolic are still

being fme-tuned to ben�fit the �
ticipants and the auctience. Th1s
year's Band Frolic will bring
changes that speak to two areas of
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Association (ACT). Since the pro
has been given by a very
reputable organization, and used
nationally for many years, COMP
has provided accurate assessm ents
of universities compared to nation
al norms.
COMP is an integrated, careful
ly developed program that can
include assesm
s ent instruments, an
alwnni survey, on<ampus consul
tation, national conferences, and
research reports. Each element in
the program is designed to enhance
the university's ability to help stu
dents continue on to graduation
while they gain the necessary
knowledge and skills to function
effectively in adult society.
Major research universities,
public and private colleges, com
munity colleges, and professional
schools have all used COMP suc
cessfully to meet a variety of goals.
The program is flexible and adapt
able for Pacific to choose any or all
of the program components and
appropriately tailor them to suit
gram

February

specific needs .
For example, Pacific can use
COMP to help reshape the present
curricula or design more effective
learning activities to better prepare
students in the knowledge and
skills basic to co ursework in their
majors. Furthermore, with COMP,
Pacific can also help students use
existing general education cour es
and programs in ways that will
best enable them to achieve their
personal and professional goal .
But most importantly, COMP
will help Pacific determine whether
its students are reaching general
education goals and whether they
are receiving recogntion for doing
so. The program may also assist
in communicating the value of
general education to tudent , ad
ministrators, parents, and those
who are interested nationally.
If you are a senior and believe
yourself to be eligible to participate
in COMP, then contact Dr. Eric
son in the College of the Pacific.

he world's student

ber countries of the world.
AIESEC-United States is headquartered in New York City and
coorctinates the local chapters of
the 62 universities throughout the
country. Since its inception, AlE
SEC-United States has matched
lOO,(XX) American students and grad
uates to companies around the world.
AIESEC was founded in 1948
by students from several war-torn
European countries. They created
this business internship exchange
program to foster international
understanding and to develop
management skills.
AlESEC - Pacific, UOP's own
local chapter ot this international
program, was formed in the pring

of 1986. Today it had approxi
mately 2S members, all representing

Band Froil c changes set;
timeto start preparing
By Tamara Landes
Guest Wmer

•

I. There will be no live entertain
ment acts between the inctividual
participant shows.
2. Intermission will be no more
than 20 minutes in length.
3. Friday evening's show will
begin at 7 p.m. as in the past.
However, Saturday's performance
will begin at 5 p.m. in order to
gu ·antee its conclusion at a rea

SOI.ctble hour.
4. Participant act will be strictly
limited to a total of 15 minutes.
The second area of concern is in
regard to the equality and accuracy
of judging and distribution of
awards. The judging procedure
and award system will be revised as

follows:
I. Participating groups will com
pete in one of two categories: I.
Greek Organizations or, 2. Resi
dential Communities. This change
(from the previous Women's
groups, Men's groups, and Mixed
groups) should even out the num
ber of participants competing in
each category.
2. There will be 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
place trophies in each division with
a Sweepstakes Award for the best
overall show.
3. Judging will be broken down
into four divisions: Choreography,
Music, Script, and Staging. Aw
ards will be given for each of these
according to a very specific point
system.

(see FROLIC. page 2)

different areas of study. "AIESEC
is open to students of any major,"
says Verna Wright, Vice President
of Operations for AIESEC - Pacif
ic. "We have members who are
business, economics, French, and
International Stucties majors.''
AIESEC - Pacific currently is
hosting one traineeship. An ex
change tudent from England i
now working in the San Leandro
area. Because of the reciprocal
nature of this program, this will
allow one tudent from UOP to
work abroad in return.
Currently sponsored by SBPA,

AIESEC-Pacific has also coorcti
nated some campus events this year.
The) 1 ecently arranged the lecture
by the Chief Executive Officer of
Mother's Cake and Cookie Co., a
former AIESEC member himself,
and will be holding a finals study
break in the Bechtel International
Center.
Ten members from AIESEC Pacific attended the Regional Con
ference, last month, at UC Berke
ley. They attended seminars on
such topics as running local com-

W

mittecs, marketing AIESEC to em
ployers, fundraising, delegation,
and finance. They also met other
enthusiastic AIESEC-er .
ay
Wright, "The people you meet at
AIESEC conference5 are dynamic
and outgoing. You all have things
in common - that international
outlook and an interest in bu iness.
AIESEC members are hard
working and hard·playing."
Pacific's chapter has high goal
for the future. According to
Wright, they hope to increase mem
bership, spon or more campus
events and increase the number of
internship available to foreign tu
dents in the Stockton/Sacramento
area. This world, in turn, allow
more AlESEC - Pacific member
to work around the world.
The primary work of a local
chapter, like AIESEC- Pacific, i
to market the idea of AIESEC
internships to local companie5 and
obtain the valuable trainee po i
tions. This requires a skilled and
trained marketing team of five to
seven members. "They make the

(SH A IF
SRC), ptJge 1)

Before you go ...

inter break is just around the
corner, and besides making
vacation plans, there are a few
things all on-campus residents
must do. Students who will not be
returning for the spring semester
must check out with the Head
Resident by December 20. Rooms
will be inventoried and losses,
damages, and cleaning charges (if
applicable) will be charged to
students' accounts. All students
must plan to depart by 6 p.m. on
December 20.
Linens that belong to the Univ
ersity are to be turned in at the
following times: Tuesday, Decem
ber 16, 3-5 p.m. and Thursday,
December 18, 3-S p.m. at the linen
room; or Monday through Friday,
8:30a.m. to S p.m. at the Housing
Office.
Students who have already ar
ranged to remain on campus dur
ing the break are reminded that
their housing fee for this period
does not include meals. Dining
services will open and close on the
following dates and times:
Grace Covell: dose on Friday,

December 19 at I :30p.m.; open on
Monday, January 12 at 7: IS a.m.
Elbert Covell: clo e on Thur day,
December 18 at 1:30p.m.; open on
Sunday, January 11 at 5 p.m.
Callison: close on Saturday De
cember 20 at I :30 p.m.; open on
Sunday, January 4 at 4:30p.m.
Redwood Room: dose after lunch
on Tuesday, December 23; open
on Monday, January S at 11:30
a.m. The Summit: close after lunch
on Tuesday, December 23; open at
7:30a.m. on January S.
The Rathskeller: close after lunch
on Thursday, December 18; open
for lunch on Monday, January 12.
Mealcards of non-returning tu
dents must be turned in after the
students' last meal to a dining hall
or the Housing Office. A charge of
$7 .SO will be made to tho e tu
clents who fail to return their meal
cards.
Remember to pack everything
you'll need over break, because no
one will be allowed in the hou ing
facilities during that time. (after 6
p.m. Saturday, December 20 until
Monday, January 12 at 2 p.m.)
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Interpersonal Communication

Stockton: A world for kids

By Stephanie Gandy
NewsEd•tor

A

nyone who has taken In
troduction to Interpersonal
Communication at UOP will
remember working on the
"socially significant project" with
a group of people in the class. The
projects and activities usually
range from holding holiday parties
at homes for disadvantaged
children to helping flood victims
clean up and locate their
belongings.
Many valuable contributions to
the Stockton community have been
made through the various projects
undertaken by the students. One
such project is the activity pamph
let for latchkey kids produced this
fall by nine students in Sue Gust's
class.
Entitled "Discover Stockton: A
world for kids," the fifteen page
booklet provides information on
the many organizations that offer
activities to children in the Stock
ton area. The pamphlet was de
signed to give working parents
alternatives to leaving children
home alone during after-school
hours. Such "latchkey kids," as
they are called, "run a great risk of

getting involved in some kmd of
trouble," according to the pamph
let's introduction. "Our main goal
was to better the kids' outlook
towards their community," aid
J.R. Rodriguez, a member of the
group.
Broken up into three sub
catagories, Churches, Parks and
Recreation, and Social Activities,
the activity guide outlines thirty
sources of after school fun for
children of all ages. A typical entry
in the booklet outlines the name of
the organization, phone number,
area served and a description of the
activities offered.
One of the organizations listed is
the First Latin American Assembly
of God. It offers activities and
learning projects such as camp
outs, crafts, sports, and first aid
instruction to all children, ages
4-18, regardless of religious prefer
ence.
Another organization the hand
book outlines is the Youth Service
Bureau of Center for Positives,
Prevention and Alternatives. This
is an agency that offers tutoring,
college preparatory groups, peer
counseling and adolescent develop
ment groups.
Other activities such as roller

skating, soccer, chess, dancing, the
San Joaquin County Historical
Museum, libraries and various
field trips are also covered in the
booklet. "We'd like to expose
them (children) to different activit
ies, and at the same time keep them
out of trouble." said Rodriguez
The group who created the activi
ty guide for latchkey kids and their
parents consists of Susie Beaver,
Consuelo Chavez, Laura Horan,
Kathy Kelley, Suzy Kim, Lanie
Poser, J.R. Rodriguez, Saul Rodri
quez and Sally Seaman. They
worked for nearly two months on
the project, gathering information
on groups that provide activities
for school-aged children.
The printing and the paper for
the 250 copies of the activity
booklet that were made was donat
ed by the Lincoln Unified School
District. All typing, information
gathering and artwork was done by
group members.
All those interested in picking up
a copy of "Discover Stockton: A
world for kids" should contact any
of the branches of Stockton's pub
lic library system. There will also
be a reference copy of the pamph
let in UOP's main library and the
education library.

By Mary Alynn E'Golf
Staft Wr•t er

T

he University's new parking
plan has been in full swing
semester, but it seems that
the
for
some members of the faculty and
�taff have not gotten used to the
idea and have chosen not to par
ticipate in the on-campus parking
plan.
Students and staff have taken to
parking on near-by streets which
has brought about various com
plaints from campus neighbors.
Although the situation seems to
have improved since a memo from
President Stanley McCaffrey was
circul ated, "We have had a
number of calls from neighbors

GuestWnter

need a herpatologist?
Rich Tenaza did, and
that's why he was a<XX>mpanied by
Dr. David Aetcher on his unique ex
pedition to tropical Indonesia.

D

you

o

Dr.

Or. Rich Tenaza and Dr. David

Jletcher.

Tenaza has spent a great deal of
time in Southeast Asia pursuing his
interest in wildlife research. Fletcher, a civil engineer, is an expert
on reptiles and amphibians
(herptologisl).
The two shared their experiences
in Indonesia on the December 3rd
world on Wedn
.:.==
.. da
es
�Y:.· .:.
___ _ _.:... _ __:: .:::..

"Indonesia is a set of islands
that is equal to the distance bet
ween San Francisco and New
York. Indonesia consists of 300
million acres of tropical rain for
ests. The tropical forest is a com
modity to Indonesians, it is their
gold," said Dr. Tenaza.
Dr. Tenaza and Dr. Fletcher
gave a short slide lecture of their
expedition trekking through the
beautiful jungle side.
According to the speakers, "The
people were very friendly and re
ceptive toward our visit." The
wildlife is extremely diverse and
endemic (only occurs on these
isbodo; du<' to isolation).
"As you can ce from these
slides, Indonesia is very beautiful
and rich with life, yet to unde
rstand these slides you must experi
ence the sight, smell, feeling and
sounds of the jungle to appreciate
its magnitude." said Dr. Tenaza.
When viewing the beautiful
slides one would never guess the
plentiful country is in a crisis of
losing much of its prized flora and
fauna.
"The Indonesians hunt the primates on the islands for food,"
explained Tenaza. These primates
are of rare species and the lndonesians kill them every Saturday for
religious feasting. The feasting at
first was once or twice a year, but
rec
en
religious practices have
· :.:.::
_::
==
:.:.:tl
:::Y:.:
_

By Patty Fellows

A�·litant News Editor

T

included feasting on every Sunday.
When masses of people feast on
the primates every week, "Their
time is limited." said Dr. Tenaza.
There are laws regarding the
slaughtering of wildlife but they
are unable to hire enough people to
enforce them. Many people don't
know that the laws exist. Another
problem is that the communication
of such laws does not exist because
there is no formal communication
system in the area.
The Indonesians have no monet
ary system and the people who do
possess money live in the city.
"The country has a sub istence
economy. Thev don't have the
luxury of conservation," said Ten
aza.
Fletcher shared a slide of three
native children playing in the water
and their mother washing clothes
next to them. He pointed to a
shack up stream where raw sewage
was dumped. "You can't drink the
water except in the bush areas for
fear of dysentery," said Fletcher.
Tenaza believes, "There is no
hope for the wildlife to survive and
ultimately the people will follow."

Frolic

(cominuedfrom page/)

4. To better reflect the expertise
of the individual JUdges, each
judge will look at a specific part
the performances, rather than at
aiJ areas in the past.
Band Frolic 1987 will take place
on Friday, February 27 at 7 p.m.
and Saturday, February 28 at 5
p.m. Further information will be
available in January, or contact
Tamara Landes at 474-0506.

_____

AIESEC

(conlinuedfrom page l)

first phone call, write the first letter
to the company, and then follow
up with more information. They
make the initial contact and sell the
idea of AIESEC to employers,"
says Wright.
These companies have much to
gain from hiring AIESEC interns.
They are receiving highly motivat
ed, low-cost brain power for spe
cial projects or seasonal work
loads. "They are employing stu
dents with a superior education,
many of whom speak three to four
different languages," says Wright.
The student benefit from the
exchange as well. "They get experi
ence working for a company
···--
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Tights-Leotards-Shoes
Costume Rentals Year Round
Accessories and Make-up

On the Miracle Mile inside Town & Country Petites

2111 Pacific Ave, 462-5688
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Dr. William McDonald cares for a student at the Health
podiatry clinic.
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------------
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(209) 464-7562
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. . Came Asada...

Tender Meat is from our Charcool Broiltt,
An Old Recipe from ComrlaSrare,tllis

served with Spanish R1ce, Refried 8tfi/IS
and a Special Sauce made with Fmlr

Tomatoes, Chopped Onion, the MexicS
Herb Cilantro and Tortillas...

... Flautas (Rolled Taquitos)...

Three Flautas, rolled and fried Tortillas,
shaped like a flute, filled with the White
Tender Meat of Chicken and sliced
Tomatoes, Guacamole, a Flavorful Red
Sauce, Sour Cream, sened with Rice
and Beans...

- ----------- - ----------
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2:30 p.m. Appointments caa �
made by calling the Health ee.r,
at 946-2315, and the cons�·
covered by the student
Center fee.

than most podiatry patients and
they add variety."
Dr. McDonald's services are
available at the Cow ell Hea lth
Center on Monday's from 1:30 to

••

Any 24" Family or 26" Party Pizza.
,

Monday thru Friday

offer good at Rico's Pozza

he podiatry clinic, of�red
last year to students through
the Cowell Student Health Center,
began as a trial program, but is
now a permanent service.
Dr. William D. McDonald, a
recent graduate of UOP, began the
program at the health center in
September, 1986, when he saw a
need for this type of service in the
student population. Since its incep
tion last year, "the program has
become very successful," says
McDonald. He sees five to eight
students each afternoon at the
health center, and treats a variety
of foot related problems including
ingrown toenails, warts, corns and
athletic injuries.
McDonald decided to become a
podiatrist while attending UOP,
pursuing a degree in biology and
physical education. "[ worked as "'
an athletic trainer and spent all my
days taping ankles," says MeDon- ....
ald. Even then he saw the need for ·�
specialized foot care that would be �
available lo students. ''My room�
mate broke his foot and there was
no podiatry clinic at the health
center to treat him. He had to wait
for an orthopedist."
McDonald's decision to become
a doctor of podiatry took him to
San Francisco for four more years
of school. There he attended the
California College of Podiatric
Medicine. He did his surgical resi
dency at the V.A. Hospital in
Waco, Texas, before returning to
Stockton in 1985.
McDonald finds podiatry a sa
tisfying field because, "people
limp in and walk out, and you
know you have done something for
them. usually rather quickly."
Some athletic injuries are the types
of foot problems that can be
remedied quickly. According to
McDonald, with the use of shoe
inserts, some athlete's "minor ach
es and pains go away."
McDonald also finds working
. the students rewardi
wrth
ng. "It's
fun doing students," he says.
"They are a younger population

Memory's Dance and Theatre Shop
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tr

abroad, they're exposed to differ
ent management styles, as well as
different cultures. Not only are
you gaining valuable business ex
perience, but you are working with
people your own age, meeting
other AlESEC interns from ar
ound the world," said Wright.
Wright is obviously a steadfast
supporter of AIESEC. "I believe
in its goals and the reason it was
founded. International programs
are taking off these days and in
light of campus interest, UOP's
chapter has a great potential for
development," she says.
AIESEC - Pacific is always
looking for new, hard-working
members. All interested students
should contact either Verna Wright
at 462-4743, or president, Chris
Crowley, at 946-2233.
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Forms will be late, aid· won't

WASHINGTON,

(CPS)

- Students will get financial

D.C.

"independe nt" for the 1987-88
academic year. Undergrads under
age 24 will be considered indepen
dent if they were not claimed as
dependents by their parents in 1985
and 1986, and if they made more
than $4,(XX) in salaries and benefits
each of those two years.
Hanford now thinks schools
should have the forms by late
December or early January instead
of mid-November, as in past years.
The College Scholarship Service,
however, suggest students com
plete their applications as soon as
possible after January 1.
"The hold-up shouldn't further
delay the fmancial aid process un
less a school's deadline for appli
cation is close to January 1," says
College Board spokeswoman Anne
Grosso. "If schools get the forms
four weeks before their deadlines,
it should be okay "
.
Earlier this year, another federal
snafu did make thousands of stu
dents across the country late in

aid forms late this y�. but won't
have to wait longer to get their aid
money, the College Board said last
week.
The Board, whose College Scho
larship Service processes many stu
dent aid applications for the go
vernment, said it's been slowed
down because it had to change
application forms to comply with
the new Higher Education Act of

1986.

"We are concerned that students
and their parents may interpret the
delay in delivery of financial aitt
forms as a sign that there is no
assistance available," Board Presi
dent George Hanford said at a
news conference last week.
"To the contrary," he added,
"there will be an estimated $20
billion available in various types of
federal, state and institutional fin
ancial aid for students enrolling in
college in the fall of 1987."
The College Scholarship Service,
Hanford explained, couldn't print
new application forms until Con
gress passed and President Reagan
signed the new law.
President Reagan approved the
changes - most of which involve
new ways to defme if students are
"independent" of their parents
in October.
"Independen t" students, of
course, can qualify for more aid
than students whose parents pay
part of their college costs.
Under the new act, students who
turn 24-years-old by January I ,
1988,
will
be
considered

•Y d p ban on student
papers endorsing
�

�les. To
rule des1gned to keep state-funded entities
from political
editors at 1 1 of the 19 Cal State campuses wrot
e edito

Diego State editor Andrew Rathbone has
been suspended

week CSU spok eswo man Jeff Stetson said CSU may
drop

�

if

the papers agree to print "disclaimers"
that the
represent the editors' views, not the institution
s'.
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reprimand students for anti-gay 'jokes
'. Baylor
Herbert Reynolds, who during the recent Welcome Week
was no homosexuality at Baylor, last week told
two
to stop making and selling "Herb Says No Homos"
help fund their "group," ZAQ, which stands for "

Zoo

rl'll�-s."

a Drew University judicial board ruled·the editors of
But Monday," a campus satirical magazine, had violated
human rights policy by making fun of gays, blacks,
various religious groups.
ao)mc:dy magazine," co-editor Frank Nora said. "We really
anyone would take us seriously."

�-�� their disgust

with mandatory drug testing, UC Santa
Ru•.,cul� last week held a protest "Ur-ine."
IJJlildernt government provided specimen bottles for students to
sent the samples to the White House.
Iowa State students last week signed petitions asking for
" in the dorms.
iJietitio,n noted some ISU men offer softer Charmin as an

A

to lure women to their rooms.

rmd

popped champagne corks, danced and � ade speeches � o
_
installation of two "Hinsdales," mass1ve unnals patented m
new University of Nebraska building.
twnriBis. said to be the last working pair of their kind west ?f the
River, had been slated for destruction during renovallon of
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Now you can get the competitive
edge when classes begin in january. With a
Macintosh,...' personal computer. and all the

be."

Spellman is 105 years old -- the
oldest black women's college in the
world, says college spokeswoman
Jo Moore Stewart. She adds the
school will not be paid for the use

u'rile extras.

�e call 11 the Macintosh ..'XIrile Stuff""
bundle. You'll call it a great deal! Because
when vou buv a �tacinh)Sh ··write Stuff
bundle befor� lanuarv 9. 198.,. you'll receive
a bundle of e�tras--and sa\·e $250.
Not only will you get your choice of a
Macintosh 512K Enhanced or a Macintosh
Plus, yotdl also get an Image Writerl\1 II
printer. the perfect solution for producing
near letter-quality term papers or reports.
complete w1th graphs charts. and

illustrations.
Plus. you·tl get �lacLightnrng.
the premier spelling checker con
taining an 80.000 word dictionary
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"At some schools it will be a
problem if students don't have the
forms before Christmas break,"
says Julie Hoyle, fmancial aid
director at National University in
San Diego. "It will mean a smaller
window of opportunity for receiv
ing aid."

·

nearby) next fall."
stu
Spelman and Morehouse
the
on
as
extr
as
k
wor
will
dents
show.

•.

ods.

get the"Write St¢f'
at the n t pnce.

at liberty to give out."
Moreover, Cosby has a special
connection to Spelman.
"His second daughter attends
school here," Stewart reports,
"and his son will attend More
house (an aU-male private college

cf';:� ....
TheF:_
------

pose

This holiday se(OOn,

of their campus.
"We will be recompensated with
nationa l recogni tion," Stewart
says. "Mr. Cosby has donated to
the college generously over the last
several years. The figures I am not

DINNER
E SECOND

"The students will get the appli-

"We don't even want students
to sign off on the applications
before January 1," he adds. "But
we do anticipate a minor hardship
on our staff members because the
delay means less time to attach
information sheets the forms and
prepare them for distribution."
The delay, however, could
problems for students at schools
with shorter aid application peri

-

lege."
Hillman is the fictitious black
college Denise, one of the show's
characters, attends. In the show,
Denise's father and grandfather
are. Hillman graduates.
JoAnne Alfano, a NBC spokes
woman in New York, says Spel
man an 800-student private wo
:
men s college, "best exemplities
the small college with traditional
values that we want Hillman to

classroom
olftdals, responding to complaints that one of
ltenlly stank, found evidence skunks had mvaded the
basement.
ion, officials began luring the ani �als into traps with
the trap doors behind them, droppmg the closed traps
uffmg
drowning the skunk s in the river and. then
at the
rs
VJewe
sted
intere
all
soon be "put on display for

t:r mode wrth
,
i
On on the
fN(J
p
• Cho
lomat
or
T tr/los...
ll"b Crlantro 11nd

all.

cations when they get back from
break and they'll still have four-to
six weeks to return them by the
March I deadline," says Gary
Garoffolo, Oklahoma State's as
sistant aid director.

11-26

Spelman College has "won"
the chance to host an on-1 ation
taping of an episode of The Cosby
Show.
NBC, whX:h airs the top-ralfd T.V.
show, and Camille Cosby -the
wife of star Bill Cosby - toured a
number of southern historically
black colleges to fmd the right
campus to become "Hillman Col

banned its marching band from taking the field in two
�)VQI\W:r, retaliating against �hat Athletic Director Andy
"insulting and lewd" behavior at recent Southern Cal
UaliWII1sit y of Washington game performances.
band members have dropped their pants, urinated on
formed four-letter words as part of their scripts this

building.

Drabble !>

getting aid checks.
Complex new verification re
quirements for aid applicants bur
ied many college aid officers under
piles of paperwork, delaying the
processing of thousands of loans.
In 1983, application forms for
the fall school term arrived two
months late when Department of
Education officials disagreed on
the questions and format of the
form.
But Grosso doubts the current
problem will stall aid checks if
students fill out the forms correct
ly.
"The process will not be more
complicated," Grosso insists. "If
the forms are filled out fully the
frrst time, students should have no
problems. If there are questions,
students should meet with their
counselors right away."
Few campus aid officers thought
the printing delay would hurt at

Spelman
becomes
Cosby set
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thesaurus. medical or legal dictionaries.
Together with your favorite Macintosh word
processing software. you can transform
vour notes into the clearest. most letter
rfect papers you ever turned out And

j,e

turned in on t1me.

Whafs more. there·s a �tacintosh
Support Kit filled with \'aluable accl:'ssones
and computer care products from 3�t·
Complete with all the things you need to
keep your Macintosh running long after
you·ve graduated.

Let us show \OU how to get through
college better. faster, and smarter. Stop in
and see us for more information
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E v e n losi n g serves

A look back
As we look back on the semester, we can all think of an
accomplishment wt' are proud of Be it surviving your first semester
away from home, acing (or al least completing) a tough class, finally
grabbing a hold of the one you 've had your eye on for so long, or even
just finding something to do in Stockton on a Friday night, we \·e all
made changes, hopefullyfor the better.
The University has also seen many exciting alterations, probab(v the
most visible being the new library. Finally we have a new, modern
facility thai looks like a universi�y library is �upposed to: owever,
IS 1t modern
can anyone explain the volcano-ltke structure m front
art?
And how about all those new parking spaces? For a mere fifty
bucks we get the benefit of extra exercise as we tmck from the new
education building parking lot to our class in Knoles. Or we get the
R�al adventure of trying to get from our car after a late night Jood run
.
bock to vour dorm without gelling mugged or yourfood geumg cold.
Seve al departments within tire University were able to make s01�e
much net>ded improvements. We now !rave a new studem art gallery m
the quonsets, a new chemistry lab in the classroom building, and soon
to open, a nl'w writing lab complete with computers that were donated
over a year ago.
.
change is the dep��wre �f Pres1dent
i
Perhaps the most signficant
McCaffrey. He has accomplished so many posatve tlungs for the
University that we 'll be sad to see him graduate with the Class of '87.
We wish he and his wife, Beth, well in thefuture.
The Paciflcan too has seen some changes. It has tak�n a few year5_.
.
but while at the Associated Collegiate Press conventwn earlter thiS
semester, we were acknowledged as being a top rate colle�e
newspaper. Even though we received this high rating, we are sull
working hard to continul' to improve the quality.
Position changes have occurred which will msure new ideas and
enthusiasm. Positions filled were: Editor in Chief, Tricia KrartSe;
Managing Editor, Chuck McCaslin; Entertainment Editor, Jim
Smith; and Production Manager, Lars Larson. We also welcome new
Production Crew members Dave Jordal and Megan Cavagnaro and
welcome back Evelyn Ransom.
It 's time to say goodbye temporarily to Andrea Middles worth and
Brian Stamon who will be away next semester, but returning in the fall
of '87. Michelle Decker will also be leaving the staff
Since we're at the end of another year, we should all be able to look
back at what we 've accomplished and see how much we've grown.
We'd also like to wish you all a Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year, or in Hawaiian (from Andrea), Mele Kalikimaka and Hauoli
Makahiki Hou. Good luck on finals!
Tricia Krause and
Andrea Middlesworth

f!
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Thanks from C EC

1 Dear

I

�itor:

to expre s the thank. of
r
and San :foaquin Cou
chapters of the Council for Excep
tional Children (CEQ to Patty
Fellows of the The Pacifican for
her article of November 20, 1986.
Her article was well written and
clearly showed the involvement of
CEC.
As described by Ms. Fellows,
one of our most noteworthy
projects this year has been
"Dollars for Points," whereby bu
sinesses in the county could sup-

wnte

port CEC by pledging $10 for
every point the Tiger foo tball team
scor
at orne am thi f I, Of
special tc, ha bee th
p t
and assistance of UOP's Dr. Carl
Miller, Athletic Director, and
Chris Peterson, Coordinator of
Marketing and Promotions. Cer
tainly, without their support, this
unique program would not have
been so successful as it was.
Thanks again to Dr. Miller,
Chris Peterson, and The Pacijican.

You published some letters last
week ragging on UOP students for
not attending "their" football ga
mes. I'd like to defend the non
attendees, indeed, to praise them
for their common sense.
Once again this year Tiger Ath
letics announces the failure to
achieve even a .500 record. In the
eighteen seasons I have witnessed
here, the announcement has al
most always been the same. Only
the Soviet Ministry of Agriculture
has a better record for failing to
reach its goals.
And, soon, just as in the USSR,
we will see yet another shakeup:
coaches (collective farm managers)
wil! be canned, personnel shifted
around, grandiose new goals an
nounced.
But another Five-Year Plan will
come and go, with no real
improvement . Because no amount
of personnel change in the USSR
can overcome the problems with
the system itself. And the same is
true for UOP.
Collegiate football is a closed
(read "zero-sum") system: for ev
ery winner, there has to be a loser.
If the participants in the system
each had equal opportunities, ever
y team would have a long-term
record close to .500, and years in
which a team won big would be
balanced by years in which it lost
big.
But we all know that isn't the
case. Oklahoma, Miami, Penn
State, Michigan, USC, etc., regu
larly finish the season with l l -0,
10- 1 , or 9-2 records. If there are
regular big winners, there must be
regular big losers. That's UOP's
job: we're a necessary part of a
system which guarantees big wins
(and big payoffs) to perennial
powers. We do the losing.
We do it because the day is long

Bob MacMillan
Associate Professor

D or m wa ter · u n hea l thy
Dear Editor:

I am taking a few minutes
during Thanksgiving vacation to
make a gripe; but not to The
Pacifican. I just want to get the
attention of whoever can solve it . I
am a transfered sophomore living
in Grace Covell, and my gripe is
about the disgusting water in the
dorm.
The water always has a smell of
·
sulfer in varying concentrations,
and on more than a few incidences,
the water in the sinks has come out
no lighter than a chocolate brown
color. Now I de feel this is a
legitimate concern. I wear contact
lenses, and twice daily, I have to

wash my hands to handle them.
Sometimes I feel like my hands are
less clean after washing them. Does
this sound healthy?
Many of my fellow Grace Dwel
lers have given similar opinions
concerning this water problem,
and 1 urge other students to re
spond to this issue. Lastly, I would
like to remind those who can do
something about this problem that
this school costs an awful lot . We
would think that one of the most
expensive schools in California
could have water that one could
drink without gagging.
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Dear Editor:

Jamie To bitt

Dear Editor:

"Collegiate

football

sys tem :

closed

for

winner there & to be a

a

is

every

loser' '

College football has become big
of
business (each team in some
next month's bowl games will take
home $5 million for one game).
Only those with virtually unlimited
resources can afford to play at that
level. UOP can't . Sure, every year
we can score one big upset
(essentially because other teams
don't take us seriously, and leave
themselves open through overcon
fidence), but also every . year we
end up with more (someumes, lots
more) losses than wins - and get
beat regularly by Divisi on I I

schools like UC Davis.
So? What difference does it
make? Well, for one thing, over
the years I've known a number of
football players who were students
in my courses, and liked almost all
of them. That has made me regu
larly appalled to see them get
pumped up with visions of champi
onships and the like, when I know
the odds are so thoroughly stacked
against them that - no matter
how hard they try - they will be
lucky to win three or four games.

Ji

The following warning is a mes
sage to my senior classmates, the
Epoch yearbook and all of those
who will someday be taking senior
pictures:
"It is standard procedure for
this company to send a duplicate
set of prints from your senior
portrait setting to your parent's
home. Please sign below to author
ize the Epoch to release this ad
dress to XYZ Photographers, Inc.
or indicate your desire to forego
this procedure."

ver, was all mine when my mother
called to say she received my
proofs and wanted to know if I
was going to order any. Needless
to say, was furious!
I am 21 years old and have been
considered independent from my
parents for all purposes, including
financially, for three and one-half
years.
All of my University records
have been changed to show my
permanent mailing address as be
ing my place of residence here in
Stockton as of two years ago.
I am a senior in college, not a
senior in high school. Currently
employed in a local personnel
department, I make decisions daily
which may effect hundreds of
employees, yet it is assumed I can't
decide who should see my proofs
or which portrait I should choose.
Does that make sense?
Furthermore, suppose my par
ents had decided to purchase a
portrait , and unknowingly, so had
I . Considering this injury , can you
imagine the legal ramifications?
I'm a pre-law major, I can .
Finally, what if my parents and
I, God forbid, were not on speak
ing terms? I know there are such
situations which exist and have

1

This is a simple concept , it not
only serves a considerate purpose:
informing one of a "standard
procedure" one may otherwise be
unaware of, it also serves a legal
purpose: giving a legal adult the
right to authorize the release of
otherwise unavailable information
to a private company - in this
case Flashbacks.
This concept , while simple, was,
nonetheless, recklessly disregarded
in the case of senior portraits this
year. I should know!
As a senior, I saved for months
to buy a new suit and pay to have
my ponrait taken as I planned to
use it as a special gift to my parents
for Christmas. The surprise, howe-
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Don't get me wrong . l'lll
arguing that UOP give up
big time football. There' s
to do that: everybody �,.
uoP d�n ' t �lay �ig time r
(because 1ts sttuahon
impossible) - it mostly �""
cannon fodder for those who d4.
"
The student body has �
shown that it recognizes the
tion. Maybe some others �
UOP should begin to as wdl, lt'
lot of money to waste on
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seal�

need.
Or • it mean s that the Unive rsity
could finance maintenance of its
parking facilites (and other routin e
work) without having to slap ev.er
ybody with extra fees to pay for 1t.
Or, it means that the money
which is currently poured down the

drain on football could be redistri
buted to other sports which are
currently starved for support and
which represent areas where UOP
might have a chance to be competi
tive. (It's a sure thing that a lot of
those students who voted with their
feet by not attending a football
game drawing only about 500
people did attend volleyball, along
with 5,500 others, that same wee
kend.)
Or, it means that tuition increas
es might be reduced considerably
(perish the thought !).
Or, it means some combination
of the above.

u

Lj bra ry d e an
a pologiz e s

.

Kara Ascarrunz
Public Relations
Senior

Biolog)·

Freshman

A Macintosh, B.�f W, diamond
studded earrings. and that 's all.

Eric Johnson
Econo mics/ Math
Sophomore
A quiet, traditional

and

u

have not maintained regular hOII!

these days.
I regre t any incon v eniellCC
caused to the University commUJi.
ty. Library building hours ba.e
been reviewed to ensure that 1
similar situation does not reoccur.
Best wishes during finals and fll'
a pleasant holiday season.

--
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Christmas
forgetable New Year'S Eve.

�

l

(8 :00 a . m . - l l :00 p. m.) duriaa

Nancy Scotto

existed for years. What considera
tion is· there for such a sticky
situation in the current "proce
dure?"
My frustration led me to call
F1ashbacks to frnd out who author
ized the release of my parents
address for their com mercial
purposes. I was told that this was
"standard procedure" and that it
was part of the contract with the
yearbook . I explained that I would
take the matter up with the Epoch,
however, I also wanted to make
my objections clear to them so that
they could re-thin k the procedure
in the future so as to avoid such
disappointments and possible liabil

ity. I was then told. " You are the
only stude nt that has ever
complained out of over 500 stu
dents ! " I can hardly believe that.
My theory is that you , the
stu
ents , have not been adequa
tely
mformed.
I have tried, uns uccessf ully
, to
reach � he Epoch to voic
e my
complamt. Perhaps this
is the best
channel to invoke respo
nse from
anyone ':"�o supports or
challenges
my pos Jho n. Please resp
ond .
Public opinion changes "proced
ure ! "

A boule of Dom Per ignon
champagne, a hot tub and a quiet
evening with a male companion.

•

Dear Students and Faadty:
On behalf of the Library f
�
and staff, I wish to offer a sin
�
apology for the library being lliJa.
vailable after 5 :00 p.m . from No.
vember 24 through 26 . There � �
justification for the Library to

What are you wishing for this Christmas?

Wmdy Christianson

i

I
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H o o pla ab o ut h o o p b a ll be gi ns at S p a nos
By Bryan R. Cruz

Sports Ed•tor

P

acific basketball opened its
season at the end of Novem
ber. Men's basketball thus far has
a 3-2 record and the women's team
is silently stalking opponents.
UOP lost its season basketball
opener to Wichita State 7 1 -60, on
november 29 in front of 8,458
rowdy fans at Wichita, Kansas.
Wichita State's Henry Carr scor
ed 16 points and pulled in 16
rebounds to assist in the win. The
Shockers' Carr sparked during the
second half when Wichita opened
with an 8-2 run that pulled UOP's
halftime lead away.
Leading the Tigers in scoring
was center Brent Counts with 1 3
points and seven rebounds. Guard
Christian Gray snagged 1 2 points
and Roberto Modesto secured a
career-high 1 1 points.
The Tigers downed Rice Univer
sity 57-49 last Monday night at
Rice by catching up from a nine
point second-half deficit.
UOP Coach Tom O'Neill called
special plays and the team did the
rest, executing until the points were
on the scoreboard. The plays were
designed to put the ball in the
hands of center Brent Counts and
guard Christian Gray.

5

52.3 percent of his shots to score 24
points, but Pacific still lost to the
University of San Francisco Dons
83-75 last Thursday night at the
Spano Center.
USF's Rodney Tention toted the
line and impressively ruled the
game, scoring 19 points, having
eight of 1 3 in shooting, five assists,
four steals, and specializing in
jams.
lt was a jam min' evening for
Tention and Richardson.
Richardson had a career game,
making 1 1 of 20 shots and grab
bing six rebounds.

Pacific was successful in thrash
ing St . Mary's College 82-68 this
week.
James Ray Richardson totaled
25 points and was selected as the
most valuable player in a 79-65
romp of Chico State last night .
Center Brent Counts and guard
Christian Gray each contributed 16
points
•

•

•

•

•

The UOP women's basketball
team is trouncing all opponents
and is currently boasting a 3-0
record having beat San Francisco :::
State, Cal Poly SLO, and Loyola e
Marymount . All community mem- :.:
bers are encouraged to come watch �
the Lady Tigers play high-per
Michelle Sasaki protects the ball from a Loyola Marymount playa-.
formance basketball in the Main
1be Women's Basketball team is J.O � season .
James Ray Richardson made Gym.

TIGER TRACKS

Pacifi c ends disap point ing
season at Long Beach

De ember 12

Mens/Women's Swimming v� . Sacramento State

Oi:cemher 1 3
Volleyball - CA Rcgionals
Men', Ba kctball at Utah
Women's Bao;ketball at USr

:nr. Hi ram L. Dn
r nhenit) Lin1iJ

n
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TBA
7:30 p m.
7 : 30 p m .

l).:cember 14
Volleyball - NCAA Rcgionals

TBA

December 1 8
Volleyball - NCAA Final Four at UOP

TBA

December 20
Volle\ball - NCAA Final Four at UOP
Wome n's Basketball vs. Idaho State
Men's Ba,ketball at Montana

7:30 p . m .
7:30 p.m.

1"tlcrc will be an Award Banquet for t he footoa I team at t 1c
Stockton Civic Center at 6:30 p.m. tonight . Call Sports Information at
946-2472 for details.

The California Bowl featuring PCAA Champion San Jose State
and MAC Champion University of Miami-Ohio will take place this
Saturday in Fresno.
December 1 8-20 NCAA FINAL FOUR at A. G. Spano� Center !
The Pacifican needs sports writers. Contact �ryan C�� · sports
editor at 946-21 1 4 or 944-7480 to inquire about ava1lable posit tons. &:e
you writing in print, receive a by-line and go to any sports event and Sit
where the action is!

By Bryan R. Cruz
Sports Ed•tor

T

he Year of the Tiger for
UOP football ended not
with a roar, but with a meow as the
Tigers fell to the 49ers of Long
Beach State on November 29.
Pacific lost 38-2 1 .
This was the Tiger's fifth
straight loss-it was the sixth in
seven games setting the Tigers at
4-7 overall and 2-5 in the PCAA.
A summary of the game feat
ured Long Beach scoring early,
blowing out Pacific 2 1 -7 at the end
of he fi(st Q!larter. Th Tig,_e got
uld duftn
as lose lls !bey er
the second quarter as they battled
back 21- 14.
Long Beach took command in
the third and fourth quarter to
decide the game 38-2 1 . Long Beach
State finished the season 6-5 .
Plagued with financial pro
blems, Long Beach is faced with
terminating their school's football
program. The 49ers must prospect
and find gold if they are to appear
on next season's schedule.
49ers senior fullback Mark Tem
pleton snatched the NCAA Divi
sion I-A record for career recep-

lions (2fi2) and shattered the
PCAA single season record of 86
with his third catch of the game.
Templeton ended college football
with 262 catches for 1 ,966 yards
while also attaining the record for
most receptors in a gan1e ( 1 8). .
Frustration for t he Tigers
peaked until quarterback Hue Jack
son was tackled by 49er Vai James
around the head .
Jacbon traded punches in the
nose with James and frustration
was replaced with aggravation as
Long Beach State cleared its bench
to "gridiron rumble" on the field.
A rw Tig_ers ot up, but the dance
I
Vel.
lis
Nineteen Tigers suited up for
their final game battling for UOP.
"Our seniors are, and always
will be, a special group to me,"
stated Head Coach Bob Cope,
"I 've been so frustrated all year
and so disappointed for these guys
because they're the greatest bunch
of kids I've ever been around.
It was an unusual season for the
Tigers. Maybe the Year of the
Tiger was an ironic promotion.
Next year is the Year of the
Rabbit for those of you who are
ready for predictions in college
football .

INTRAMURAL CHAMPIO NS

With intense concentration, liz Hert prepares t o set the o n coming
Mary Miller. UOP will be facing SDSU in San Jose on Friday. A win
this weekend would put UOP In The Final Four which is being played
here December 18 and 20.

I n prelu de of Final Four
U O P wins easily
By Brian S. Thompson

Sports Ed•tor

G

BowUng - Ruth Kennedy and Rona Peart.

Women's
Triathlon - Allee crandal ·
Men 's Tennis - Derrick Kar.

4 Man B League volleyball - The Gomers.

reat balls of firel ! ! The
University of the Pacific
voUeyball team beat the Bengals
of Idaho State last weekend at
the Spanos Center. It did not
matter that the crowd was
relatively small; about 1 ,500 in
attendence. What did matter is
that the Lady Tigers are con
sistant winners.
But what does this most re
cent victory mean to those of us
who already know how terrific
our volleyball team is this year?
Fundamentally, all this endless
success is hopefully going to
result in the Tigers being the
1986 National Collegiate Divi
sion I Women's Volleyball
Champions.
The match-up last Friday
against Idaho State was the
NCAA Tournament First
Round. Pacific dominated the
imitation Bengals even though
both teams reached the NCAA
Tournament with automatic
bids via victories in their respec
tive conference tournaments.
The Lady Tigers declawed and
mauled Idaho State in three

straight sets 1 5-7, 1 5-9, 1 5-4.
The Tigers are now 35-3 overall,
1 8- 1 in the PCAA, and are
flourishing in their eighth conse
cutive national tournament with
a 19-match win streak.
The Bengals, on the other
hand, carne to Stockton on the
crest of a six-match win streak
that was snuffed out by Pacific.
Idaho State was 14-2 during
October and November with
their last lo�� falling on Novem
ber 6 at Boise State 1 5-4, 10- 1 5 ,
1 2- 1 5 , 1 5- l l , 1 5- 1 3 . They were
13-1 since losing to Utah State
1 5-7, 1 5- 1 3 , 4-16, 1 5- 1 2 on
October 4.
Pacific brought a school re
cord winning streak into last
weekend's match, including 22
straight wins against PCAA op
ponents and meetings in non
conference tournament match
es; hence, what do you get when
you have an unstoppable volley
ball team with all the right
moves and the talent to prove
they are champions? The result
is a dynamite powerhouse of
players who will advance to the
Regjonals once again against
San Diego State on December
1 1 -14.

n
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Earlier this month, the Stockton Board o f Realtors sponsored a can

tree . The canned goods are being donated to needy families In

Stockton.

like most conscious shoppers, Don Behler and Rick Miles are always
on the lookout for that great buy.
I

}JtJitNJ &
���(}£�
l"icldng out that perfect tree, Michelle Holmes points out the one she wants to take home.
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An electric Santa waits outside Borelli Jewlers lo greet passers by.

111 tbe traditional spirit of Oa�

one man

displays his llanclmade kme at the

-

Harwst Fesdwl at Soa'Y811in WDIY In GQenvlle·

7

8
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t .ana like ew:ry year, u I
anxiously await the on
comlna Chrisl.nW season with
vilions of "" bonat-to-aooctnea
okt-fuhioned holiday dancina in
MY held, my visions are squuhid
1M � as 1 am IUddcft1y
�barded with Commercials and
• 10111 of &immicks usina Christ
- as a aet-��uick scheme .
Before l ao any further , let me
..we you that I'm not an avid
follower of Ebenezer Scroop.
Christmas is my favorite holiday
by far, and I revert bKk to
c:hildhood while openinl presents
(yes, I shake them beforehand
too.)

But let's face it . Christmas just
iln't what it used to be. Now, I
wasn't thel'e when it was what ic
used to be, and neither were moll
of you But I'D bet a putridae in a
pear tree that it wasn't the multi
billion doUar industry that it is
today.
I envision Christmas as it was 50
yean aao as more of a family
.

,et-toaether than anythina. People
sat around talkin& and makina up

al of those ChristmaS

Tea che r feat ure

Stall Wnter

vina Dr. Sally Miller as a
ut ory professor has been a

and enlightenina experien
ce. But after talkina to her about
her Ufe and career, I found there
was much more to her than just a
career as a history professor at

UOP .
Dr. Miller received her B.A.
dearee in history from the
University of Illinois. Uke many
of the professors teachina at UOP
lhe is not a native Californian and
Ml spent much of her time in the
Eut . She received her muter's
delree from the University of Chi
caao and because of her fondness
for travel, went to Canada and
received her Ph.D. from the Univ
ersity of Toronto.
Mer completina bel' education
Dr. Miller tauaht history at �
University of Michipn for two
years and in 1967 w arrived at
UOP.
MDJer's initial interest wu not in
education and history. Accordina
to her, "As lona as I can remem
'*, from about the aae of eiaht, I
hid always wanted to be a writer. I
thouaht that I would ao into
journalism. I never thouaht I

Don\

l

I

:

trtdition?

.

would ever become a history pro
fusor ."
Miller's interest in writina
didn't subside after she became a
�tory professor . She has written
many shon stories about history
and has written four books which
have all been pubUshed. She has a
firth book comina out sometime in
early 1987.
As a professor who has been
t*""" at the same university for
almost 20 years, Miller feels that it
is important to be able to move
around and to possibly teach
somewhere else for a time if the
opportunity presents itself.
In the last seven years, M111er
hu tau,ht abroad twioe. In 197879 she spent a year in En&]and at
the University of Warwick teach
ina � History. Last year
she spent the year as a Fullbri&ht
lecturw in New Zealand. Accord
ina to Miller, .. l'bae were two of
the best years of my teachina
carcer. IC's fucinatina to teach to a
differeat culture and find out how
mudt, or how little, they know
about American History. "
For a peno n who never intended
on becomina a history professor,
Dr. Sally Miller sure has achieved a
lifetime of aoall in that fteld.

batdadlet
.

tnlditional holi
its traditions, of
course, is aivin& aifts: aifts you
want to Jive, to people you want to
pvc aifts to; creative Jifts, not
J)r'Oi*kaaed and practicaUy alrea
dy 1isned by the manufacturer
with aeneric name tap (To: Mom,
Love: Dauah ter). That 's not
Qwistmas.
You may be askina, why docs
s1w think she knows so much about

Well. I'm alad you asked.
Last winter, at the end of my
semester abroed, I was fortunate
enouah to spend Christmas in
Swiuaiand with a Swiss family.
Now we're talkini tradition.
Trimmina the tree was a family
eYCitt, as was thoppina the tree
down out of the forest. Midniaht
MISS on Christmu Eve was man·
dllory, u was carolina and hot
chocolate afterwards.
The aift aivina, ironically, was
the least important of it all . The
aifts were bouaht spontaneously,
when the riaht .omethina for that
certain someone was spotted.
Some were expensive, others were
homemade. The rat of the day
consisted of a hup meal, a lot of

Cure that

ina1s are next week
anct
have a headache T.ij I
big, but I 'll take . . . " Wait ! ·I-s

tradition.
0\ristmu is a
day. And one of

sonas that
we know and love today. A few
pfls were exchanged between close
rdatives and friends, and the day
was taken advantaae of by people
talkina with others whom they
hadn't seen in aaes. But it's not
quite that way an�e.
1torytellini and linaina sonas (yes,
Beainnina on Thanksaivina. we
r faked the words).
are constantly reminded of the
And I learned what Ouistmas is
o.comina holiday via an onslaqht all about.
ol tacky television commercials
It's a celebration, meant to be
,.and for idiots, as we take our shared with family and friends. It's
lilt bite of pumpkin pie. From aivina sifts too, but not entirely.
that day forward the conoentration
It's seeiq people you don't see too
II'OWS stronJCC , with an averqe of pften, and eatina like you wish you
GM Ouistmas commercial eYer)' more often could .
t l minutes .
And I also kwned wh� Chi'ist·
The really annoyina thin& about
mas is not
these commercials is the types of
lt'1 not how many prC$CrttS you
PfOducts that they advertise. Many set. or even what they are for that
lldYert.ise expensive jewelery, and matter. And it's not aift certifi
awe than many push the latest in cates.
*=tronic aadaets for kids, thor
So now you're sayina: OK, this
ouahly convincina them that is real noble and all, but what does
they'll be laughed out of Cub it all mean? Should we all quit
Scouts if they don't aet one of buyina expensive aifts and &ive
'these' on the 2.Sth. The ChristmM
only handmade crafts that we
lhopper can feel inferior or even slaved over for hours?
c:Map if he buys anythina less than
Of course not. We can't chanae
our ways and turn the clock back
these 'perfect Jive &ivina kieas•
8dvertised on the tube.
50 years. But we can chanae our
By mid-December we eat, drink thinkina.
and sleep Christmas. A constant
Let's appreciate Christmas for
worry hanas over our beads: what
what it really is. Have fun going
1ft we aoina to get 'so-and-so,'
shoppina, don't make it a chore.
that oh-so-hard-to-buy-for person?
Buy unique pfts, not underwear.
Looks like it's either socks or
But most of all, have a good
underwear apin.
time with the holiday. All of that
OK, wait a minute. The whole
tinsel and those plastic fiaurines in
idea of aivina a gift is because you
front yards really don't have any
WMI to, not because you lulve to.
thini: to do with it. It's not even
�ember the old sarin�,_ "JivinJ anything tangible. It's j ust all in
iii twice as fun as receivina?" You our minds.

ltv Jim Smith

:

can always find somethinl more
excitina than underwear . Trust
me.
So how did we take a perfectly
wonderful holiday and commer ·
c:ia1ile it to death? We loll some
caDed
thine a1ona the way. It's

:

+
+

l

:
:
:

by 'tis the Season, a
Residents ot Plymouth Square, a retirement facility here in Stockton, were delighted
Conservatory of
the
in
r
instructo
guitar
special program of music given by UOP students of David Richter,
,+
.
Music.
.
.
commum ty , +
"This is a wonderful opportunity for UOP students to share themselves w1th others m the
"Every time I play +
commented Richter, who is a weU-known face among the residents of Plymouth Square.
is so much to be
There
me.
to
express
residents
the
here I am overwhelmed by the joyful appreciation which
point . ' '
vantage
different
whole
a
from
life
see
they
.
.
.
elderly
the
with
learned and experienced by sharing
giving +
"This is a perfect setting in which my guitar students can apply their new musical skills in the true,
work +
mgers
f
their
make
to
how
spirit of music. These applied music students deal with much more than just
obstacles
overcome
to
ways
creative
nnd
to
learning
of
process
the
in
on the instrument; they are involved
both mentally and physically. Other UOP students would be doing themselves a great favor if they would
+
include applied arts into their curriculum . ' '

t
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t
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The poetry p l a ce
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n«d/�omt hoat:(rost
covered flerfacc
lllld mineral<; lay ut her lips
Whi/e ('UYlll£'.� howled
(lii(J her unyoked l!of:'ie wrestled

with lerr.ifit•d tur.

Solnf!one mside her hand
Jow/r#d lite �leep in her eyes;

slle rose o11d '''hiv,ered
QI IM ner:k. ,if tlw lwrse
abDul tlle.flurm:<; r�f orcl1ids

and thi lu!il!ht5 rifthe stars.
LiJhlnin!l.flurlwdfrom the horizon
W /hej iUrned and took a grassv road.
lqore a ficflrml t�fsecret sons
bui'SI imo flame.

,.. rOIJ!!

·

.r.r§YI•� w tile wind
away.

1/N! IIe.flcote da'>SCS
•M&o ll,illhtc passed illlr. undiscovered
limbic system.
fned hand drew out a bridge t�{ longing;
:�
lt ,....f to see ifshe would take it.

16arWilt

Lupe's Zapatos
Lupc, the Aspen grower,
arrived at the nursery with 1 3 5 trees to unload.
When I told him everyone had left for lunch,
we read each others' minds in different languages:
'Two people, 1 35 trees, take over an hour·
but �spcns are light, small root systcms-n�t so bad. •
1 wattcd at the tailgate of his truck
and spied a seductive plum
on the Prunas Newport beside the road.
Lupe tapped me on the shoulder with a branch
'
� hen handed me the first Aspen 's roots
m a bal of soil wrapped in burlap
l
and sloppily tied chicken wire.
Bcforl! the-next tree
I reached j� my pocket for my glove�.
TI1en I not iced Lupe' s zapatos
- I almost dropped my gloves
� hen I saw the three-inch heels and formal leather
. Lupe sasha
111 whtch
yed the eight -foot trees
.
to the ta1lga
te o f t he truck and into my arms
bet ' I thou ht, as he walked awa
y for a�other t ree
.
�
he s gomg dancmg tonight. •
He smiled benignly at me
when I glanced sidelong at his zapa
tos.

:1'1�

!�

by Sandra Seabury
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simple cures.
If your headache is caUSed
hunger, the obvious sol tion b �
eat. It you are up late st
stop for a food break - your
needs the e"tra nutrients.
If lack of sleep is causing
headache, take a nap. It
need to be a long nap - 20 or ))
minutes will do the trick. If YOII'n
after »
afraid you w�n't wake
minutes , get some exercise. Tab a
brisk walk for nfteen �
Walk outside - the cold will �
wake you up also. After �
walk, have something to eat.
If stress is causing your heada.
che, slow down - take a brtat,
Don't study for hours at a tintt
without taking breaks. Take 1
break every hour - it keeps Ytll
awake and makes your study tiae
more efficient. During your brQk,
take a walk, talk to a friet¥1,
anything that will take your mial
off of your books for five minii!Q.
At this point, you are probatiy By Bryan Cruz
thinking that these are all &ooi Spti1S Ed:tor
ideas, but you don't have tha . of
t UOP there W: Sch
much time to spare. Guess ap1.
·
Phar
.
s
usmes
B
ion,
Educat
You only need to spend 10 min11111
of
t
OI'Y
conserva
the
.
,
on any of these solutions It tala rJI:I, DentistrY
the PacifiC,
approximately 20-30 minutes ftr tet, College
, ...the
an aspirin to take effect. In thll ci �. and, oh
.
amount of time, you can talk to a S;tm of Hard Knoc�
� School of Hard Knoc
friend, get something to eat, II!
iJJhe school which 11
.,ij
take a wal k . This is mucli bella
ror y(>u rand ·you'U feel btlttr 1 � � as!iYancd,r u i.\ t e
t
hoot
IDt influential of all
well.
II
University.
It
is
a
qual
it
By Laura O'llrill
iltitution that has 4,000 members
(1he student population of OP)
B1 an equal number of dean
Each stUdent guides hi own d t 
An anonymous thoupt
ny. This is the silent school at th
University.
Tomorrow is always a day all'ay.
How would you l i ke to 0 to
Perhaps you'v e known people, the � for free?
type that have their whole life
Tuition is free in the SChool
of
planned out, who they're goin& ID lJa:d Knoc
ks. Your te."<t b6o '·" 1•
marry, what kind of job tbe)1 ll1litled 'Trial
and Error " and the
VJ the)1
have and how much monP\'
is you.
be making, they have all dell} Aimost ke
li an episode fro m the
planned down to the kind of " TYtiligh• Zo
. ne, let's xamin
d y
they will have. Some people � il
fe
a UOP School of
pt
their college years anticipating
ilas . ocks student , J o h n Gal
duation, getting married and �
.
ting a job. Others spend uar
y, J oh n '. a
IICOp
fr hm n
daydreaming about how "perfC(t"
ith
n.:. W
� undec lared ma ior
the future will be. In the process �
" al "� ornmg after he wok "
this they forget about " todaY,
hi
r kfast ,
he attended
the joys of J iving for the momcd. IIi! ftrst cl
• uere, hi in
tructor
They never stop to look at � � hom
rk a d
n
orange and green trees blowin8 • bin.
readi
on
the
ibrary for J anoth er night i n t h e
the cool penetrating wind or
hn .
feeling of accomplishment
lbe lib
rary
is th e
""�··
nnally finishing a term paper ct l
center 0
for th
tl(llll
?se Who attempt to
fmal. They spend endless
,,
lC t e n t
·1
talking about who is going to � �lsi<�the
"' h ' e
ul � ..__ \IC \\'orld" .
y
more money when the g� 0
IS on
�Oo
f.
for th e
Schoo 0
college and what kind of
w'l 11 At 8:3Q p
anticipate. But what ever
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I stacked each tree to create a pyramid
�nd the noon sun urged our egos
mto our sweaty t-shirts.
Lupe fumbled a tree
and when he gave it to me
1 dropped it.
B ut his feet in their amazing
heels
never missed a step.
An hour and fifteen minutes late
r
after we unloaded the last ,
quarter-ton Aspen,
we �t
the office and drank wat
er.
I �d, Lupe, you goin'
dancing
w1th �our prlfr end ton$ght?"
i
He wmked at me, "Senorita
'
have many sirlfriends
I see toniaht. • '
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Cold a.f llit' lll'>tdt• of a knife
ft §QI/tJpecf /11/(l iJI/ asflen COUII/I"} .
When slze slc•tJI,

take that aspirin.
nus time of year, most st�
headaches are caused by lack
C(
rood, lack of sleep, and
Aspirin doesn't help these
ches because the caUSe is
present. However, there

NO N- STOP
CO PY SH OP

Kinko's is o pe n ') , h
ours. C ome in an t ime for f;ilS'
y
sen ice ' 0 Uts ta
nd m g qua
lity, a nd low. low prices.
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J o lt o f f e r s m a x c a f f e i n e k i ck
BY Robyn Bullard

r -•to_
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E d_
Feat u re

� yoo're
---

ds' n
ds f��:

-

looking for a downf
o-earth
stimulant
to keep you
t
or
just
to be wired,
fin,als
w¢1 for
is for you, sporting
la
Co
olt
J
dJel1
All the sugar and twice the caf-



the FDA as "gen
erally safe . " Not
on e of the artific
ial sweeteners on
the mar�et can ma
ke that claim. "
. In Spite of its unhealthy tenden
Cies, Jolt cola has
taken off the

ground with great success. At a
recent convention of the Old Cola
Drinkers of America, an organiza
tion of 1 0,000 members strong,
announced their suppon of Jolt

••

t hey 're not joking. The
f Jolt were thoroughly fed
o
rs
a}ce
Ill wit h wimpy colas, trying to
as " new and improved , " or
orse yet, "healthy." So, they
to try for a straight forapproach. .
.
Jolt is the bram chtld of C . J .
and Joseph Rapp, a father and son
Rochester, New York.
duo out of
ims that "Soft drinks
cla
RaPP
r intended to be healthy,
were neve
se to mask our treat
w
refu
e
and
appeal behind new-fangled Nutra
sweet• corn syrup and fruit-ju ice
additives ."
11teY defin itely made sure o f
5 . 9 milligrams
that: Jolt contains _
eine per flwd ounce - the
ff
ca
of
FDA maximum is 6.0. That comes
0111 to 7 1 .2 milligr�s per _1 2 ounce
serviJlg . For some mterestmg - and
almost scary - comparisons, "stay
awake" tablets contain 100 milli
gnuns.of caffeine per tablet, and
coffee contains 372 per 1 2 ounce
serving. One can of Jolt is about
170 calories. But Jolt, unlike many
other soft drinks, contains natural
pure cane sugars, instead of cheap
er corn sweeteners. Says Rapp,
"The sugar in Jolt is recognized by

�

;ecided
ward

A new
schoo l ?
By Bryan Cruz

Sports Ed•tor

At

By l.aun O'MI

UOP there are Schools of
Education, Business, Phar
ma:y, Dentistry, the conservatory of
M\9:, College of the Pacific, School
of Engineering, and, oh yes, . . .the
Sdrol of Hard Knocks.
The School of Hard Knocks?
•;� i5: the school which receives
1'1' �tl as����� u w the·
most influential of all schools at
the University. It is a quality
institution that has 4,000 members
(the student population of UOP)
and an equal number of deans.
student guides his own destiny. This is the silent school at the
University.
How would you like to go to
college for free?
Tuition is free in the School of
Hard Knocks. Your textbook is
entitled "Trial and Error" and the
professor is you.
Almost like an episode from the
Twilight Zone, let's examine a day
in the life of a UOP School of
Hard Knocks student, John Galax

Each

Kias.

. In actuality, John is a freshman
tn COP with an undeclared major.
This morning after he woke u p
� ate his breakfast, he attended
his first class. There, his instructor
piled homework and reading on
him. This was another night in the
library for John.
The library is the center of
tducation for those who attempt to
be self-suf ficient , while the
..
.
outstd
e world" is one of the
classrooms for the School of Hard

Knocks.
At 8:30 p . m . , John was busy

study in g
librar y ·
in
the
�eticulously, he punched numbers
Into a calculator. Frustrated, he
slammed down the machine and
lOOk a break.
"I like the library because it's
and you can always find a
� view , " stated Galaxides as he
Pointed to som
e girls
It' s not every sch�l or depart
lltent that can boast that sort of
ippea! , "l try to understand a
funher for enjoyffient of sat

�et

p
p

'

cola as their number one cola of
choice (this organization is credited
with forcing Coca-Col a's return to
Coca-Cola Classic.)
And what do the consumers
think of Jolt? Most are very satis
fied. In these days of no-caffeine
and artificially sweetened soft
drinks, it seems there are still some·
�e-h�ds out there who still pursue··
mtest mal
havoc .
Consu mer
comments such a� "Great Taste "
'
"P rov1'des a great zing, " and "The·
best cola on the market" are just a
few.

Jolt is responding happily to its
consumer demand. It is currently
on the shelves in over 30 states,
since November 1 , including Cali-'
fornia. It plans to be in all 50 states
by the spring of 1 987.
Jolt cola is definitely here to
stay. But beware, it's strictly for
the hardcore cola drinker. This is
only for the stomach that can
handle it. Diet drinks have proven
just as harmful in other ways as
regular cola. I guess it's the same
principal as drinking alcohol-tree
beer : What's the purpose? Jolt aqd
its founders feel that if a person
insists on drinking cola that is bad
for him, why drink the bitter diet
drinks, risking cancer and otlter
saccharin-related diseases, when M
ean enjoy the true cola taste of a
true cola?
Try Jolt, and discover more: �I
the blemishes and twice the·
cavities!
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both schooling and learruns
��l>Onant.
.
h Experience in the real world IS
S:de d: " said I m utan , " B u t
e
1l'lli01?1 IS training. Y ou apply t h
111 11111S to assist you in the real
<lr\d."
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are personalized
I

bring

to decorate them.

Some old standbys, such as
mu� and Christmas tree ornamen
ts call' be personalized by
decorating them yourself. Buy a
plain ceramic mug for wmeone,
and paint it with things th� will
remind them of your friendship.• A
plain Christmas-tree ornament tan
be made more special by
decorating it with lace and ribbons
in the person's favorite colors.
When all else fails, thete is the
ever-popular stuffed animal to fall
back on. This year, teddy bears
are more popular than ever, accor
ding to Anne Fisher, who has
worked at Delta Stationers for 23
"
years.
Whatever you choose 'to c.ive
l <;>"
remember that the price and s1ze of
the gift aren't nearly as imponant
as the thought that goes into it.
•

•
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When the president of Phi Gamma Delta
asks you to Saturday night's Fri For�al.
l
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After raquetball class, to tell 'him that the
instructor with the Australian accent and
those blue eyes did wonders f�� your serve�
.

.

c)

When you iust feel like telling �im you' .
:
miss him after all.
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ATSaT

The right choic e.
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Maybe you shouldn't tell him everything that's going on.
But il you still care a ut him, why not call and whis�r . .
,
some sweet things he ll never forget?
Like why you call using AT&T Long Distance Service,
and why you trust AT&T's high quality service and
exceptional value.
When you tell him that AT�T gives you immediate credit if you dial a wrong number, he won't
be able to get you out of his mind.
And telling him you can coWlt on AT&T for
clear long distance connections will drive him
crazy.
All of which will prob
ably inspire him to
drive out for the
weekend, giving
you an excuse to
blow off that silly
frat party after all.
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WHEN IS THE RIGHT.· TIME TO
CALL YOUR BOYFRIEND?.

t
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When shopPing, think about
what gifts are unique to this area.
If you live out of the area,
a
bit of ·Northern Califbrnia home
with you.
A basket filled with
assoned California .npts, fres� or
dried fruitS and a bottle of Nppa
Vailey wine is a nice way to thank
your parents for shelling out the
money to send you to this "land of
plenty" . Stores like Baskets Plus,
at College Square Center, offer a
variety of baskets, as well as dried
and silk flowers, lace and P,illows

very year we ask ourselves
the $3.1ne question: "WO.t
can I buy my friends and f�·
for Christmas? " And, for most of
us, it is a question t,hat gets .more
difficult to aliswer each time t he
holidays ioll around. Fonunately·,
there are ways to solve this dilemrna.
First of all, don't get
discouraged if you can't fmd gifts
for everyone right away.
Take
tirne to· sit back and think about
what to buy - gift ideas Will come
to you. Remember, there are still
14 shopping days left until Christ
mas.
·While looking for gifts, try to
keep in mind the people for whom
you are shopping. Try to think of
the items that the person has men
tioned needing. Be observant; if
your father's wallet looks· like a
truck ran over it, buy him a new
one for Christmas. (Not only will
he like it, he'll get a laugh out of
the idea of you giving him
something in which to keep
money.)
If the person' you're shopping
for has a particular hobby or in
terest, buy a gift that would apply
to it . For example, if a friend is an
avid skier, buy him a subscription
to Skiing magazine; if your sister is
into aerobics, get her a gift cer-

toTrial and error is a prerequisite

�

f
I

.

tificates. These gifts
and inexpensive. -

By Kristin Schwelle nbach
Staff Writer

conscience." Continued
"1 want to find the
answer." He l'e)Wlle(l studY-

classes. Since failing
ns experience, there is no such
. g_ as a failin g grade, thus
�ling the concept of " hard
- ."
r'�UCks
ii l.et• s finally answer the ques
o
�11• "Why do we go to school
YWay?"
ell , Robert Imutan, a junior at
lltt p sum med up the concept . of
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OON�R�:

Peter Gabriel will be playing at the Oakland Coliseum on Friday, •
December 12, and Saturday, December 1 3 , at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$16.50/reserved...
•

t

GenNa! Public will play with special guests at the Berkeley
Community Theatre on Saturday, December 1 3 , at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$ 1 6. 50/reserved . . .

•
•

i

t•

:

•

:

•

TIIerc will be live filming of the Uonel Richle/Sheila E. concert at the
Oalcland Coliseum on Friday, December 19, and Saturday, December •
•
20 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $ 1 8 .50 reserved . . .

:
:
:
:
t
:
:

Glus Tiger at the Cow Palace on Saturday,
December 20 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $ 1 7 .50 . . .
•

If there are any hard-rockers out there, you might want to know that

Slryptr will play the New Years Eve show at The San Jose Civic

Auditorium. Showtime is 9 p.m. , and tickets are $ 1 8 .50/advance,
•
$20/day of show . . .
•

Other New Year 's Eve concerts include:

t
Pride Joy/ John Belushi Memorial Blues Band/Rosie Gaines/Bobby t
G/Del Courtney's Orchestra at the Hyatt Regency in San Francisco. . . •

A. Whitney Brown at the Fillmore in San Francisco. . .
&

:

Padfic Brass & F.Jectric at the Miramar Beach Inn, Half Moon Bay . . .

•

and Huey Lewis and the News at the Oakland Coliseum . . .

i

•
•
•
•
•
•
UOP ART :
•
University of the Pacific's First Annual Art Sale takes place on Friday, •

December 1 2 and Saturday, December 1 3 in the University Center
Gallery. Open from noon to 6 p.m. each day, items for sale include
:w•ks ro,. th
raltli ,
osr
,
mt
gi<Jr mg, and sculpture classes.

�nt

·

fv

CONSERVATORY :

It
'

:

The UOP Conservatory of Music's new band director, Robert
Haheth, will conduct the 66-member UOP Concert Band in such
selections as Kurt Weill's "Mack the Knife" and "Little Threepenny
Music,· " "Children's March' ' by Percy Grainger; Divertimento No. 3
by Mo1art; Suite Francoise by Darius Milhaud. The concert will be
performed on Friday, Ot.'Cember 1 2. 1986, at 8: 1 5 p.m. in Long
Theatre. Admission is a,$2 scholarship donation, by all sludents will
be admitted free of charge.
•

U .C . THEATRE:

:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

:
:
+

+.
+
+

:
:
:
•

i

.

Tonight: Time Bondits, 6 and 9 p.m . . . This weekend: Down and Out
• in Be1•erly Hills, 6 and 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, 3, 6, and 9 +
p.m. on Sunday . . .
+

Enterta,nment Editor

By Chuck Mc Cas lin

et's talk comedy. Were you
able to catch the Noe l
er,
Cow ard com ed y , Hay Fev
s
arcu
DeM
the
at
during it's run
you
not,
f
I
atre?
The
io
Brown Stud
missed a great show, and the antics
s
of a very unusual family. Let'
h
Judit
er,
Moth
The
:
meet them

L

moments.
The Childr en, Simon and Sorel,
are trapped in adolescence, and
can't seem to escape . The perfor
mers, Darren Davis and Leslie

+

The ever-popular Huey Lewis and the News will be at the Oakland
Coliseum with special guests on Saturday, December 27, and Tuesday,
December 30 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $ 1 7.50, and there will be live
•
filming. . .

•

shone through.
The Father, David Bliss, is a
conniving author of popular trash
novels. The acting , done by James
Hormel, some times seemed a little
aloof, yet it had its hilarious

•
•

See JourMy with
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ac
Bliss, is a retired English stage
tress won derfu l l y p laye d by
Darlesa Taylor. Judith longs to
return to the stage, but it seems to
be just a pipe dream. Dressed like
Mrs. Roper and behaving like
Carol Burne tt's aging movie queen
character, Nora Desmond, Miss
Tay lor's flair for her character

Deadheads might want to be at the Oakland Coliseum on December
IS, 1 6, and 1 7 , when the Grateful Dead play at 8 p.m. Tickets are
•
$ 1 6.50. . .
. •

+
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CitiArts offers a
C h ristmas show
T

he City of Concord - CitiAr
ts, in association with the
Alameda Childre n ' s M usical
Theatre and The Island Players, is
proud to present a special Christ
mas production of A Winter's

Tale, A Dickens of a Christmas
Carol', with music and lyrics by
David James, Douglas James, and
Kelli James.

All the familiar faces will be
there - Scrooge, Bob Crachit , Tiny
Tim; only this time lhey'll be
singing and dancing their way into
the holidays. This delightful musi
cal based on "A Christmas Carn
ol'
C r
en ,
last year at the lsfand Playhouse in

Alameda to much acclaim, and is
fast becoming a Ch rist mas
tradition in the East Bay. This is a
family show with appeal for the
young and old, and an ideal holi
day diversion at the time the
youngsters are out of school.
In addition, CitiArts is especially
excited to be offering six special
performances for the hearing im
paire d . Ca t he r i n e A nderson,
C.S.C. , most recently seen in the
Civic Arts Rep production of "A
Less0n from Aloes." the 1 985
Shellie Awards Ceremony, and
Theatre Concord's product ion of
"Children of a Lesser God," will

be translating the ASL interpreted ,
performances.
A Winter's Tale will be directed
by David Swain. Musical Direction
will be provided by Melinds Tho
mas, Choreography by Andrea
Anderson, and Costumes by Mar
gery Fredericks.
A Winter's Tale opens Satur
day, December 1 3 , 1 986 and runs
for 12 performances at the Willows
Theatre:
December 1 3 at 2 p.m. • and
7:30 p.m . , December 14 at 2 p.m. •
Thursday December 1 8 at 7:30
p.m . * , December 1 9 at 7 :30 p.m. •
0
2 . m . nd :
p.m. • , December 21 t 2 p.m . •
Friday, December 26 at 7 :30
p.m . , December 27 at 2 p . m . and
7:30 p.m .
December 28 at 2 p.m.
• These performances will be
ASL interpreted)
Ticket prices are $8 for Adults,
$7 for Seniors (over 55), Students
under 1 7 , and the Handicapped,
and are available at the Concord
Box Office located at 2 1 5 1 -F Salvi
o Pancheo Square, Concord, or by
calling 67�3535. Box Office hours
are 10 a.m. - 6 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and 10 a.m . . 4
p.m., Saturday and Sunday.

New book a bout LSD
�· ********************* *************� gives you the facts'
�
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Editor's Note: Hello UOP! Well, this is goin� 10 be the last time I 'll
talk 10 you as Entertaim ent Editor. Next semester I'll be moving up
to Managmg Edllor, whl<'h means I'll be responsible for the overall •
look of the poper. J '�·e had a lot of fun trying to supply you with •
interesting �nd topicul articles, and I hope you '1-e enjoyed them. I plan
to keep wntinR for the Entertainment section occasional�v. and I know
the new editor, along with the rest of the Spring aew, will continue to
put out the best newspaper possible. So long and Merry Christmas.
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Feotunng Fresh Frozen Yogurt
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The Pacifican is now accepting

a pplications for TYPESETTER.
Put your typing skills to work . . .
C all 946 - 2 1 1 4 , or stop by

The Pacifican , third floor, H a nd H all .

I

ASIDNGTON , D.C.
-

(CPS)

As the latest wave of anti

drug fury sweeps the nation, a
boo k chronicling the history of

LSD - and now the very govern
ment that's leading the charge
against drugs today used to feed
drugs to its citizens - is flying off
the shelves and ftlling up campus
lecture halls.
"Acid Dreams: The CIA, LSD
and the Sixties Rebellion" recounts
in unprecedented fashion the little
told story of the U.S. intelligence
community's longstanding and in
timate relationship with t h e
powerful hallucinogen.
To lell the story, authors Martin
A. Lee and Bruce Shlain obtained
some 20,CXX> pages of once-class
ified government documents, and
con�ucted interviews with many
leadmg figures of the sixties coun
terculture.
Of course. when one thinks of
LSD, one t hinks o f Haight
A-,;tbury, the Summer of Love, the
Gra:cfuJ Dead and Timothy Leary
- the Pied Piper of the flower
children - who touted acid as a
benevolent mind expander, a che
�ical for inducing religious exper
Iences.
But there were others who had
very different ideas about what to
do with LSD.
"Fifteen years before the hippies
��arted dropping acid, " Lee notes,
t h e CIA and the Army were
. . .
utthzmg the same drug not to
expand the mind but to control it
This is the central irony of LSD _:
that it's been used both as a
weapon and a sacrament.
•

•

Beginning in the forties under
the auspices of programs with such
Bond-like appellations as " M K
ULTRA" and "Operation ARTI
CHOKE," the CIA sought to
develop a " speech-ind
drug for
use in interrogations." After work
ing their way through cocaine,
peyote, heroin, uppers and dow
ners, the �pyma:.ler� even tried a
marijuana extract called "TD"
before dismissing it as too unpre
dictible for the espionage trade.
Then, in the early fifties, the
CIA took notice of Dr. Albert
Hoffman ' s chemical problem
child: LSD-25 .
Lee and Shlain trace the byzan
tine path of the drug's develop
ment through people like Major

Gen. William Creast , chief officer
of the U.S . . Chemical Corps, who
wanted to dose thousands of Amer
ican subway riders with " madness
gas" (an aerosol version of LSD)
just to �ee what would happen.
Un�uJStantiated charges that the
Army actually slipped LSD to
unknowing citizens - causing a
few of them to develop mental
illness - still abound. There's also
the- hapless experiments of Dr.
Jolly West, a former CIA contract
employee, who once killed an adult
elephant with a massive shot of the
drug. Dr. Paul Hoch advanced the
science by lobotimizing mental pa
tients before, during and after
administering LSD to them. Hoch
went on to become New York's
commissioner of mental hygiene.
Possibly the most int riguing
character is Capt . A l fre d N .

(see BOOK RE V/Hf ·• pa�e I I)

b0th deliv Fielding respectively,
ed sen � of
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ered a wonderful ly
�m o to ns
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avis'
reality, but D
ttle too
h
occasionaly seem ed a

convi ncing performance.
Fin ally , S? rel's vis�tor, Ri ch.
Greathanl , 1s a typtcally
diplomatist. Jon . Robinson
' "���
flne grasp o.f his character l
illl:l
per form ed WI th marve1ous
ty.
Well, yes, there is on e c har aet
�
I haven 't mentioned, an d
1
Cla ra, the Bhss' maid. Can"IQ(
pictu re the star of My Fair
Eliza Doolittle, after twenty y '
and three or four bad
--: ·"'6CCl
That's Clara. Heather Stokes• .
cent was perfect, and she
.t.
radiated "Cockney maid . " One1111.
the biggest laughs on the
came when she entered for the f��t
time, before she'd even said

:

subtle,\
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guest.
you ng
Dav id's gue st, a q01 et,
yt�n ,
Cor
kie
Jac
flapper nam ed
Pcuge
omer
newc
a
by
d
was playe
of a
Vanderbil t. The stereotype
was
�orper
bubbly, vivacious flap
t,
qme
her
to
due
gotten here,
.
acting
reserved
,
Judi th's caller is an enam ored
nt
young American college stude
anamed Sandy Tyrell. His infatu
g
actin
him
has
th
Judi
for
tion
yomushier than watered-down
as
gurt . Freshman Mar t� Ryder �
JOY
a
was
It
,
stage
so energetic on
to watch.
Simo n's guest is a catty acquaintance of Judi th, with whom Simo n
believes he is in love. The actress,
a
' Lynda Daut , did a fine job with
·

�

word!

As the play continues, the

seguests begin to "like"
members of the family , only
tu
realize they' d all made a mistake ·
accepting the hospitality of
Twilight Zone family . In the Clld,
the Blisses are back where tber
were at the start, contently
and living in a world of their OWn,
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Review

th e N u t Pod

l f you have a taste for excellent food which is a little different from tht
norm, and within most everybody's budget, you must go to the Nut Pod.
Its name is as unique as the restaurant itself. It is cuisine from Thailand
and Laos and I don't think many people have ever had food this different
and tasty. Thai and Laotian food is a cross between Vietnamese, Indian
and Chinese food. There is often cilantro, ginger, peppers, curry,
coconut , and peanuts in the dishes which are almost exclusively bed,
chicken or shrimp.
The Nut Pod is only a mile or so from campus on Rosemarie Lw.
Turn west off Pershing onto Rosemarie and it is maybe I00 yards on your
·
JigbL There is no sign saying " Nut Pod " ; only a billboard �·
' cs ur
" l ide
, fl t
d fans ...
fil¥1 hai a
he walls. !'here i somewhat of a "jungle" atmosphere and riglll l so.
The food is very exotic. I had never tasted food quite like this.
You will find everything on t he menu reasonably priced between $3.00
and $ 5 .00 per entree. I f you are having lunch I would recommend oae
ent rec per person while dinner might require one and a half to two entnct
per person . Your waiter will gladly tell you what he recommends and �
proud to inform you o f Thai and Laos customs and eating habits.
I r�ommend no. 1 2 which is a hot soup with shrimp, lemon grass , lill
and Cilantro. If rou w � nt a salad, no. 53 (Pia Gung) is good. It is a fill
.
tasl lng salad wtth gnlled prawns, onions, and vinegar dressing. ft
favorite hot entree is no. 54 (Gaeng Paneag Neua) which
is beef in a ni
cu rry and peanut sauce. The coconut milk and peanut paste sauce is YdJ
.
.
sptcy but you w1ll scrape the plate clean. I think that is t h e way II
describing most all the Thai/Laotian food you will find at Nut Poet
Once you ta� te it, y� u w ili �:�!ways want more. It i� all a little spicy hut VfiJ
flavorfuL It •� n?t stmple " h0t" for I he sake of being hot . The only fooci
at Nut Pod wh1ch I would avoid are those which are of the "Cbinel
Deli" variety. Beef and broccoli simply isn' t a Thai/La tian dish 1111
o
you wtll do well to ? rder a dish like that at a regular Chinese Deli. To
_
order f�od hke t� at mstead of a Thai special ty is
like ordering a hot dol
at
axm1s. It mtght be available, but is certainl y won' dcmonslfate tllr
t
part icular strengths of I he restau rant .
You must not forget to ask for the "sticky
rice. " This is a rice unliil
any othe; I ha�c heard of. It is not like Japan
ese sticky rice (the kind used
.
for susht) . II 1s m a harder shell, almos
t nutty, but sticks to itself YfS1
well. You are served a bamboo steam
er full of this rice and you must Jllll
a handful off. You then roll this
rice in your hand s to form a "br�
_
·
sttck" of nee V.: h 1ch you can use
to sop up sauces or just to eat by ttself·
.
Y0!'r watter wtll be glad to demo
nstra te this uniqu e cultural way of rict
eatmg.
T?e N �t Pod is an excellent example of the variety of f
oods
ava�lable m Stoc kto n. v
· ·
w
ery few Cities
.
have the variety and cu1tu..�
nc h ness that Sto ckto n off
''
·
·
ers.
M
ood
"'
f
Y
avonte expresston regardmg f
"V r 1 . t he sp .
?f life . " So the next time a pizza
or hamb urger just
jus
� s t
the Nut Po d. It's a change of pace yOIJ
probably find
bit
i
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cocaine traf
IC k mg, and th
e U.S .-backed Afrebels are m ajor
players in
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"I f eagan IS re
ally serious about
:
d hng with the
drug problem he
s oul d stop
sup por t i n g t ose
�oups who are bringing the drugs
mto the cou ntry . "
J �st a s the C I A see
ms t o have a
.
persistent hand in Cent
ral Amenca, "Ac1· d Dreams"
suggests it had
a hand • n the black
!
marketeering
of LS J? m the late sixti
es and early
sevenues.
The auth ors foc us on
Ronald
Stark, a paunchy man with
a huge
�alrus moustache, both a CIA
mformant and master con
artist.
He �peke ten languages, and
was
as d1fficult to pin down as the drug
he peddled.
In a four-year sojourn thro ugh
the acid underground, Star k pro
?�c� nearly 50 millio n hits of
ilhclt LSD before colliding with the
.
law m Italy in 1 975. He was
arrested, and charged with drug
trafficking and armed banditry.
But just as suddenly, he was
released. Judge Giorgio Floridia
explained that "Stark belonged to
the American secret service . "
•
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Poetry Associ ation
spo nso ri ng contest
•

A

$ l ,<XXl Grand Prize will be typed if possible, and the poet's
awarded to the poet who
name and address should be on the
sends the best entry t o t h e top of the page. The poem should
American Poetry Association's
be mailed by December 3 1 to the
poetry contest. The deadline for American Poetry Association,
entry is December 3 1 , 1986. The Department CN- 1 8, 250A Potrero
contest judges will select a total of Street, P.O. Box 8403, Santa Cruz,
CA 9506 1 -8403.
141 winners and award them over
The "Poet's Guide to Getting
$5,<XXl in cash and prizes. Entry is
Published, " a useful 4 page bro
free.
All pacts are welcome to enter. chure, will be �nt to every poet
who enters this wntest .
The Association aims to spotlight
Winners will be notified on or
new, aspiring and little-known
poets . Poems are j udged on before February 28 ,
1 987. All
originality and interest, not just on winning poems will be published in
the American Poetry Anthology
technical skills.
with special mention of their win
" December vacation should
make it convenient for college ning place in the contest.
students to send paems before this
During 5 years of spOnsorship
deadline," said John Frost, chief the American Poetry Association
editor for the Association. "We has run 15 contests and awardect
especially enjoy seeing t heir over $45 ,000 in prizes to hundreds
work, " he added.
of winning poets. The most recent
Poems entered will also be con Grand Prize winner was Linda
sidered for publication in the Amer Nemec Foster, of Big Rapids,
ican Poetry Anthology, a leading Michigan, for her paem "The
Third Secret of Fatima." Other
collection of contempOrary verse.
Interested pOets should send one recent $ 1 ,000 winners include
poem of no more than twenty Gayle Elen Harvey, Virginia M .
lines. Any theme and style are Lines, John Montgomery, and
eligible to win. Poems should be Cindy Tingley.

The Pacifica n
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ce l e b rates a n n ive rsa ry.
•

EW

YORK -- A quarter century after Marvel mastermind Stan Lee
converted conventional comic book content into compelling enter
tainment with a cast of complex, colorful characters including classics
such as Fantastic Four, The Amazing Spiderman and The Incredible
Hulk, the Marvel Comics Group is celebrating its silver anniversary by
staging a second revolution: The New Universe. Rooted in science and
t!dlnology, like the best science fiction, The New Universe brings the
�Wiium to a new level of sophistication by offering the most credible
stories ever presented in the comics medium with characters who exist in
tile real world, age in actual time, and affect the lives of others. The first
eight titles under The New Universe banner --Star Brand, Spitfire and the

N

troubleshooters, Psi-Force, Nightmask, Kickers, Inc. , Mere, D. P. 7, and

arrive on newsstands, in comic book speciality shops, and in
k
select boo stores this summer as Marvel turns tewnty-five.
"When Stan Lee revolutionized comic books in 1 % 1 by creating
Fantastic Four, it was unthinkable that comic books could succeed with
well-developed, multi-dimensional characters," explained Jim Shooter,
Marvel vice president/editor in chief and primary architect of The New
Universe. "But Stan's instincts were 1 00 on target , and millions of new
readers including older readers found renewed pleasure in comic books.

Justice

-

11

Now, with the revolutionary advance that The New Universe represents,
we are reaching even greater heights. What better way to honor our
creative heritage? What better way to pay homage to Stan Lee and the
many other remarkable writers and artists who have contributed to
Marvel over the years? As much as our readers love The Marvel Universe
- and I'm sure they will for decades to come, I know they'll agree that
The New Universe is the new state of the art. You might say that The
New Universe is our way of saying we' re not getting older, just better and

better.
The eight interrelated titles in The New Universe, each of which has
thirty-two pages and a cover price of $.75, have been created by many of
the top talents in contemporay illustrated fiction. Leading the roster is
Archie Goodwin, editorial director of Marvel's Epic Comics line and
twice cited as best writer by the Academy of Comic Book Arts, who

created Psi-Force, Nigh/mask, Merc,and Justice.
The Marvel Comic Group, which celebrates its twenty-fifth anniversary
as the nation's premier comic book publisher, is a diversi fied
communications concern also engaged in juvenile book publishing,
domestic and foreign merchandise licensing, and television/feature film

Untitled

l saw this guy the other day.
He was wearing black leather - all over.
Black leather like paint on his body.
Even his hair was black, patent leather black .
Shining highlights like stoplights:
-Stop stop look at me l defy the night.
I shine with the moon. 
So I stopped.
He pranced into a cafe for a black double espresso.

I saw this girl the other day.
She was wearing white silk - all over.
White silk like crumpled tissue on her body.
Even her face was white, powdered silk white,
Blurring ghostly like clouds:
-Stop stop look at me I defy the moon.
I shine with the stars. So I stopped .
She danced into a bar for a double margarita.
I went to that bar last night.
But I couldn't find the girl.
The right girl - there were so many.
Just like her.
In came the black-leathered guy,
Followed by another - and another .
And I felt myself pushing for the corner,
For the wall, edging to the door.
Along came more - and more - and more.
Black and white.
Spacial brothers and sisters.
They shone like the stars and the moon.
Their eyes were blank.
I rotated with them.
They rotated around with me.
I ordered a Bloody Mary.
I took a red tablecloth and wrapped it around myself,
Poured my drink over my head,
Broke it on the floor, picked up the pieces,
Cut my wrists until they bled - red,
And declared:
-stop look at me I defy the night and the moon and the stars.
I am day; I am tomorrow.
l am death. Then I died.
Barbara E. Roesch

production.

, The Mosquito
l ...
. Ford stars In tbe new adventure dram�
l llllrn.
Phoenix and

ed by River
pictured are his children, play
Gordon.

ire, Audre y II, in Liltle
Rick Moranis plant-sits tbe vegetable vamp
Shop of Horrors.

Selin Connery dlo;covers the body of another
murder vktim in The Name of the Rose.
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